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My question to Vardo and Gary …. 

 

Does this empty coil experiment really 

work ? And if so, why ? 

 

Indeed, it works really well – and even 

better if the coil is flat 

We tested it, at first, with modern function 

generator – AC source, not pulsed DC 
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What is the big deal about an empty coil 

producing sound ? 

 

Charles Page in 1838 had published an 

observation entitled “Galvanic Music” in which 

a horseshoe magnet was made to ‘ring’ briefly 

when a nearby coil of many turns was connected 

to or disconnected from a battery. 

 

The understanding then [not correct] was that 

magnetism from the coil caused ‘disturbances of 

molecular forces’ in the nearby horseshoe 

magnet and these disturbances produced 

vibration and sound.   

 

Bell’s experiment showed that the magnet was 

not necessary – there is another explanation. 

 

We understand this effect by considering 

Ampere’s observation that two wires carrying 

current in same direction attract one another.  
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A empty coil is made of many loops of 

wire – the current in each loop is going 

in the same direction – therefore each 

loop will attract its immediate neighbors – 

so when current is flowing, the coil will 

contract axially – and when the current 

stops flowing, it will relax to its original 

form.  If you pulse it at audio frequencies, 

it will vibrate at audio frequencies – 

thereby producing sound at that frequency.  
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This observation was the first time that Bell 

was able to achieve what he told Watson he 

wanted – to convert an arbitrary pulsing 

current into a sound of the same frequency.   

 

If our explanation for pulsing in a solenoid is 

right, then one might expect a steady current 

flowing in a coil should cause it to contract – 

lets try it. 
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ARMATURE COIL 

IRON CORE 

Bell’s receiving instrument 

Original intent -  Armature has a natural 

ringing frequency.  When that frequency is 

pulsed in the coil, the armature will be forced 

resonantly into oscillation.  If the amplitude is 

large enough, the armature will make contact 

to the conductor labeled ‘V’ in the figure  



The next day – Letter to Hubbard 



Bell’s improved receiver used coil in addition to 

a permanent magnet and an iron diaphragm  - 

This concept is applied in candlestick telephones, 

radio headphones, and horn loudspeakers                     

Precursor to the modern loudspeaker 



Modern Loudspeaker 

Moving coil idea due to 

Ernst Siemens - 1878 
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DEMONSTRATION OF           

3D PRINTED LOUDSPEAKER 
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Science and Math Teacher 

Joseph Henry holding the    

first telegraph 



Joseph Henry joins faculty of Princeton College in 1832 

Henry’s Lab 
Henry’s Home 
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Timeline  

1820  Electricity linked to Magnetism 

1825      First Horseshoe Electromagnet 

1830 Henry’s Strong Electromagnet,     

 Sounding Telegraph, Motor 

1836 Henry’s single wire telegraph 

1841 Henry notes – thermoelectricity 

1845 Henry’s Sunspot Temperature 

 (with Stephen Alexander) 

Caption: Thermopile used by Henry as a 

detector in his solar telescope for 

studying sunspots [NOT CORRECT] 

From Henry Daniel Ayers (student) 

notebook – 1841 – ice water below and 

hot iron bar above – can generate sparks 
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BISMUTH 
ANTIMONY 

Seebeck Experiment                                   

1821 – discovery of thermoelectricity             
 

thermal generation of current – converts 

temperature difference into electric current 
 

 current deflects magnetic compass needle 
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Antimony – an ‘n-type’ material 

Excess of electrons 
Excess of holes 

Bismuth is a ‘p-type’ material 

Thermoelectric 

Pile of cells  

Thermoelectric 

cell 
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ANTIMONY 

BISMUTH 

Functions also as a thermometer              

Henry notes sensitivity as 1/1500-th 

of a degree Fahrenheit 



Jan 1845 measurement (with Stephen 

Alexander – his brother-in-law) of sunspot 

temperature – uses a Rumkorff thermopile 

(location unknown) to show that sunspots are 

cooler than luminous surfaces of sun. 
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Jan 1845 measurement (with Stephen 
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Modern application             

Mars Curiosity Rover          

RTG – radioisotope 

thermoelectric generator      

main power source 

Thermopile 
Galvanometer 

(Measures current) 

DEMONSTRATION 

VIDEOS 



A final thought about the importance of preserving 

and understanding manuscripts and artifacts, and in 

getting young people interested …  


